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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the construction of computable audio descriptors capable of modeling relevant high-level
perceptual qualities of textural sounds. These qualities –
all metaphoric bipolar and continuous constructs – have
been identified in previous research: high–low, ordered–
chaotic, smooth–coarse, tonal–noisy, and homogeneous–
heterogeneous, covering timbral, temporal and structural
properties of sound. We detail the construction of the descriptors and demonstrate the effects of tuning with respect
to individual accuracy or mutual independence. The descriptors are evaluated on a corpus of 100 textural sounds
against respective measures of human perception that have
been retrieved by use of an online survey. Potential future
use of perceptual audio descriptors in music creation is illustrated by a prototypic sound browser application.
1. INTRODUCTION
For music-making in the digital age, techniques for efficient navigation in the vast universe of digitally stored
sounds have become indispensable. These imply appropriate characterization, organization and visual representation of entire sound libraries and their individual elements. Widely used strategies of sound library organization include semantic tagging or various techniques from
the field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) to automatically classify and cluster sounds according to certain audio descriptors which characterize the signal content. Especially interesting are descriptors that are aligned with human perception, since they enable immediate comprehension without the necessity of translation or learning. Such
perceptual descriptors are also interesting for applications
in musical creation with digital sounds, where intuitive access to certain sound characteristics may be desired.
In this paper, we will detail the construction of computable descriptors capable of modeling relevant perceptual qualities of sound. We will restrict our focus to textural sounds, that is, sounds that appear as stationary (in a
statistical sense), as opposed to evolving over time. This
broad class of sounds of diverse natural or technical origin (cf. [1]) is interesting for electroacoustic composers,
sound designers or electronic music performers because of
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its neutrality and malleability, functioning as source material for many forms of structural processing.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next Section 2 we will contextualize our research endeavor and describe the fundamentals of our approach. This is followed
by a detailed description of our methods (Section 3) and
a thorough evaluation of our experimental results in Section 4. Section 5 presents a prototypic application of our
research. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a summary of
the findings and possible implications for the future.
2. CONTEXT
2.1 Perceptual qualities of textural sounds
For the following, we refer to recent research [2] of our
group. We have elicited a number of so called personal
constructs that are relevant to human listeners for the description and distinction of textural sounds. More precisely, those constructs are group norms that are shared by
the range of persons – all trained listeners in that case –
who have participated in the experiments. The most significant constructs we found are listed in Table 1, sorted
by the degree of agreement among listeners. As can be
seen, each of the constructs is bipolar, spanning a continuous range from one extreme to the other. The construct
natural–artificial is somewhat special as it does not refer
to an objective, measurable quality of sound, but rather
to the source of its production. Since we are interested
in automatically computable quantities we can not consider this construct for the present paper. The listed qualities describe spectral/timbral (high–low, tonal 1 –noisy)
and structural/temporal (ordered–chaotic, smooth–coarse,
homogeneous–heterogeneous) aspects of sound. Figure 1
shows a correlation matrix of those perceptual constructs
which reveals that the qualities are not fully independent. Substantial off-diagonal values for the correlations of
ordered–chaotic/homogeneous–heterogeneous and tonal–
noisy/smooth–coarse result from some degree of similarity
as perceived by the listeners in the experiments.
2.2 Audio descriptors
Within the domain of MIR a large selection of audio
descriptors is readily available (see [3, 4]). However,
we found in [2] that only the constructs high–low and
smooth–coarse show significant correlations of above 0.6
with some of the low-level audio descriptors operating
1

Tonal, as in tonal language is synonymous to pitched

Construct
high–low
bright–dull
ordered–chaotic
coherent–erratic
natural–artificial
analog–digital
smooth–coarse
soft–raspy
tonal–noisy
homogeneous–heterogeneous
uniform–differentiated

Agreement α
0.588
0.556
0.551
0.527
0.523
0.519

Table 1: Perceptual qualities (bipolar personal constructs)
with their synonymous alternatives as identified in [2].
Constructs are ordered by decreasing agreement (Krippendorff’s α) – top ones have been rated more consistently by
the subjects than those at the bottom.
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Figure 1: Pearson correlations between perceptual qualities. The smallest significant correlation value (at α =
0.05, two-tailed) is ±0.049. Taken from [2].

on spectral properties. The other constructs, especially
the structural ones (ordered–chaotic and homogeneous–
heterogeneous) can not be represented satisfactorily by
available low-level descriptors. A good account of other
timbral, but also rhythmic and pitch content features is
given in [5, 6].
The overwhelming bulk of the literature dealing with audio features is concerned with ‘song’ characterization and
classification (cf. [7]), where two of the predominant tasks
are genre classification [8, 9] or emotion resp. mood classification [10–12]. They are usually tackled using a set
of audio descriptors combined with machine learning algorithms (like Support Vector Machines and others, see
[13, 14]) to unearth potential relationships between feature combinations and the target classes. In most cases
the classification is performed on discrete classes, either
genre classes like ‘rock’, ‘pop’, ‘jazz’, ‘classical music’,
‘world music’, etc., or mood classes like ‘happy’, ‘sad’,

‘dramatic’, ‘mysterious’, ‘passionate’, and others.
While the genre concept does not seem to be applicable to general – especially textural – sound, the task of
modeling emotion resp. affect in sound and music is somewhat comparable to the task of modeling perceptual qualities. With the existence of a continuous representation of
emotion in the valence–arousal plane [15, 16], [17] formulate music emotion recognition (MER) as a regression
problem to predict such arousal and valence values. They
test both linear regression and Support Vector Regression
(SVR, see [18]) based on a selection of 18 – mostly spectral – musical features. Alternative approaches have been
published by [19], [20], and [21]. In preliminary experiments we tried to model our perceptual qualities using
SVR techniques with a range of low-level descriptors (especially those by [6]) but could not achieve significant correlations to human ratings – most probably because the desired high-level characteristics are not represented by the
employed low-level descriptors.
An alternative strategy would be to construct specialized
descriptors by engineering algorithms to fit to given experimental data [22]. However, this task becomes considerably
easier if the underlying mechanisms are known and understood, in which case one can try to model algorithms using
expert knowledge in a more or less well-directed manner.
3. METHOD
The general idea of this paper is to construct perceptual descriptors from a uniform underlying representation for the
digital audio data with a few processing steps and a small
number (to avoid the danger of over-fitting from the start)
of adjustable parameters. These parameters we can tune to
match perceptual ratings of sounds from a representative
corpus.
3.1 Sound corpus and perceptual ground-truth
The elements of the sound corpus have been taken from
a large collection of mostly environmental and abstract
sounds used for electroacoustic music composition and
performance of the author. A total of 100 sounds 2 have
been selected from the library, fulfilling the criteria of being textural and not strongly exhibiting their provenience.
The rationale for the latter is that a highly evident origin of
sound production (e.g. recognizable materials, cultural or
natural contexts etc.) could distract listeners from objective
qualities inherent in the sound matter. This is strongly related to an acousmatic ‘reduced listening’ mode as formulated by Pierre Schaffer [23]. The sounds have been normalized in regard to perceived loudness and mixed down
to mono.
Each sound has been rated with regard to the set of perceptual constructs. For this, an online survey 3 has been
conducted (see [2] for details), widely disseminated among
scholars and artists in the domain of sound creation and
analysis. On average, each sound has been rated 16 times.
2 http://grrrr.org/data/research/texvis/
texqual.html, retrieved 2012-04-11.
3 Still online at http://grrrr.org/test/classify, retrieved 2012-04-11.

We employed a normalization per user to unify mean and
variance of the ratings, and used a 0.75-quantile (centered
at the mean) per sound to eliminate outliers. From that
we calculated mean and standard deviation per quality and
sound which we used for the evaluation in Section 4 below.

We build on a time-frequency (spectrogram) representation, using a variant of the Constant-Q Non-stationary Gabor transform (NSGT) [24] 4 , in our case employing a perceptually motivated Mel frequency scale. By carefully analyzing each of the target constructs for respective spectral and temporal characteristics imprinted into the spectrograms of various sounds, step-by-step we construct techniques to measure the individual qualities. In order to arrive at – potentially non-linear – scales that coincide with
listeners’ perception, at several points we introduce scale
warping exponents along axes of time, frequency, loudness
etc. For that, we will often use the generalized mean
!1/p
1X p
p
x
(1)
M (xi ) =
i
n i i
where a small value p compresses and, conversely, large p
expands the magnitude range of the summed coefficients.
On the other hand, Mp with large negative p provides us
with an equivalent to min, and with large positive p with
max, while being continuously differentiable, which is a
prerequisite for many optimization schemes. The notation
for the running index i below the operator is used to indicate the axis of operation in case the operands are multidimensional.
From monophonic digital audio data s we calculate a
power spectrogram, with fmin = 50 Hz (77.8 Mel) , fmax =
15 kHz (3505 Mel) and a frequency resolution of 100 bins
(∆f = 34.3 Mel) in this range. The temporal resolution
is set to 10 ms. We also employ psychoacoustic processing using an outer-ear transfer function and calculation of
perceived loudness in Sone units 5 .
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ct,f = psy |NSGT(s)| , f = [fmin , fmax ] (2)
We normalize the sonogram by the mean (i.e. M1 ) value
of all time-frequency coefficients in the sonogram.
ct,f
1 (c 0 0 )
M
t ,f
0
0

(3)

t ,f

3.3 Descriptor for high–low
As we have found in [2], this audio feature is quite well
represented by the existing PerceptualSharpness audio descriptor, which is the “perceptual equivalent to the spectral centroid but computed using the specific loudness of
the Bark bands” [4]. The latter is already provided by our
chosen time-frequency representation, so we only have to
calculate the spectral centroids, but not without applying
some tunable warping coefficients.
First we scale the loudness range of the time-frequency
components by applying a power ξ.
c̆t,f = ĉξt,f

(6)

Then we calculate the centroid for each time frame with
also warping the frequency axis by applying a power η.
P η
f c̆t,f
f
(7)
µt = P
c̆t,f
f

Finally, we take the negative mean of all centroids – negative, as high centroid values correspond to the lower end
of the high–low continuum:
Dhigh–low = − M1 (µt )
t

(8)

3.4 Descriptor for ordered–chaotic
We suspect that the perception of order vs. chaos is not
sensitive with regard to intensity, but rather to temporal
structure (cf. [25]). Hence, we first detrend the sonogram
with respect to loudness by high-pass filtering along the
time axis. This is done by subtracting a convolution of
the mean loudness (over all frequencies) with a Gaussian
kernel G of half-width σ.


c̆t,f = ĉt,f − M1 (ĉt,f ) ? Gσ (t)
(9)
f

We also allow attenuation of the spectrum (e.g. for a bass
or treble boost) by a small number of interpolated factors
Φ equally spaced on the Mel scale.
c̃t,f = c̄t,f attΦ (f )



f − fmin
attΦ (f ) = exp log Φlow +
(log Φhigh − log Φlow )
fmax − fmin
(5)

The filter coefficients Φ will be tuned specifically for each
of the following perceptual features.

3.2 Underlying time-frequency representation

c̄t,f =

attenuation factors are interpolated over the Mel spectrum
in logarithmic magnitudes.

(4)

Currently, we use only two factors, one given for the low
end and one for the high end of the frequency scale allowing merely a tilt of bass vs. treble frequencies. These two
4 implemented in the Python programming language – refer to http:
//grrrr.org/nsgt, last checked 2012-05-21.
5 analogous
to
http://www.pampalk.at/ma/
documentation.html#ma_sone (retrieved 2012-04-07), with
full scale at 96 dB SPL, omitting spectral spread.

Then we slice the resulting sonogram into pieces si of
uniform duration n with a hop size of m by use of a rectangular (boxcar) window function wn , allowing an optional
temporal offset ν in the range [0, νmax ]:
si,ν,t,f =

X

wn (t0 − (im + ν)) c̆t0 ,f

(10)

t0

We use this offset ν to shift sonogram slices si against
each other in time and calculate a distance function, with
minima indicating repetitions of time-frequency structures.
This is done by use of a generalized mean with an exponent

ξ < 0 over all slice elements, specifically exposing small
differences.
δi,ν = Mξ |si,ν,t,f − si,0,t,f |
t,f

(11)

This yields a set of distance curves as a function of the
time shift ν, one for each sonogram slice si . For “ordered
sound” they are expected to show minima at the same shift
positions over all the traces δi . We account for evolutions
in time by not matching the whole set of curves, but rather
comparing only consecutive instances. To enforce magnitude invariance of the curves δi we subtract the means
δ̄i,ν = δi,ν − M1 (δi,ν )
ν

(12)

before calculating mean distances using an exponent η:
γi = Mη δ̄i+1,ν − δ̄i,ν
ν

(13)

We will weight these similarity measures by the mean
magnitude of the minima of the curves (calculated by a
generalized mean with a large magnitude negative exponent α) to factor in the amount of repetitive similarity,
γ̃i = γi · Mα (δi,ν ) · Mα (δi+1,ν )
ν

ν

(14)

and accumulate the individual measures for an overall descriptor by taking the logarithm of the mean
Dordered–chaotic = log M1 (γ̃i )
i

It is intuitive to identify the notion of coarseness with
rough changes in loudness over broad frequency ranges.
We therefore calculate the absolute differences along the
time axis and integrate along the frequency axis. For that
we use a generalized mean with a low exponent ξ, thereby
squeezing the magnitude differences between the individual frequency bands.

f

(16)

t

Then we integrate along the time axis, using a generalized
mean with a tunable exponent η which allows to adjust the
contrast of strong transients vs. smooth regions. We take
the logarithm of the resulting value.
Dsmooth–coarse = log Mη (δt )
t

(17)

3.6 Descriptor for tonal–noisy
The notion of pitchedness is commonly expressed by the
presence of strong, isolated and stationary spectral components. This is opposed to a spectral continuum fluctuating
in time, indicating noise.
To extract such qualities, we first integrate along the time
axis, using a generalized mean with a relatively low exponent ξ, squeezing the magnitude range of the coefficients
ĉt,f .
βf = Mξ (ĉt,f )
(18)
t

f

3.7 Descriptor for homogeneous–heterogeneous
Here, we are interested in comparing the structural properties of the time-frequency components on a larger timescale. In previous research [26] we have used a technique
termed fluctuation patterns to model timbral and microtemporal properties of textural sound. This is achieved by
taking the STFT of the sonogram along the time axis.
Hence, we slice the sonogram ĉ into pieces si of uniform
duration n with a hop size of m by use of a rectangular
(boxcar) window function wn :
X
wn (t0 − im) ĉt0 ,f
si,t,f =
(20)
t0

and normalize each slice by a mean value with variable
exponent ξ (probably close to 2, equaling RMS), thereby
facilitating later comparison of the individual slices:
s̄i,t,f =

(15)

3.5 Descriptor for smooth–coarse

δt = Mξ ∆ ĉt,f

The we integrate along the frequency axis, using a generalized mean with a very large exponent η, considerably
boosting the magnitude range of the coefficients βf . This
emphasizes strong frequency components that stick out of
the noise continuum. We take the logarithm of the resulting value.
(19)
Dtonal–noisy = log Mη (βf )

si,t,f
ξ
M (si,t0 ,f 0 )
t0 ,f 0

(21)

We take the Discrete Fourier transform F along the time
axis of each slice s̄i . We are only interested in the magnitudes, representing the strengths of temporal fluctuation
frequencies ρ in spectral frequency bands f .
ŝi,ρ,f = F (s̄i,t,f )

(22)

t

We expect the perception of fluctuation strength to be dependent on the frequencies ρ (see [27]). Therefore, for this
descriptor we skip spectral attenuation (Equation 4), but
instead similarly apply interpolated attenuation factors Ψ
to the strengths of the fluctuation frequencies:
s̃i,ρ,f = ŝi,ρ,f attΨ (ρ)

(23)

By calculating the distances between consecutive instances we obtain a measure for the similarity of the slices.
We use a tunable exponent η to adjust the sensitivity,
δi = Mη |s̃i+1,ρ,f − s̃i,ρ,f |
ρ,f

(24)

and take the logarithm of the resulting value.
Dhomogeneous–heterogeneous = log M1 (δi )
i

(25)

3.8 Determination of descriptor parameters
For each of the descriptors we can start out with intuitively
chosen values for the variable parameters. As already mentioned above some of the parameters have been chosen
with a specific numerical range in mind, e.g., low or high
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Figure 2: Comparison of values for user ratings and computed features for the construct high–low and 100 textural sounds. Both user ratings and computed values are
whitened with respect to mean and variance. The sounds
are ordered by increasing user ratings, the dots indicate
mean values for each item, the horizontal bars respective
standard deviations.

exponents for the generalized means. Filter coefficients
can be set to zero initially. In order to arrive at optimal settings we have used an Nelder-Mead simplex optimization
algorithm 6 to tune the parameters, with the objective of
high correlation with the ratings given by human listeners.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Individually optimized descriptors
Figure 2 shows user ratings (black dots) and resulting descriptor values (red dots) for the construct high–low. The
horizontal bars centered around the black dots indicate
standard deviations of the user ratings. It is clear that
ratings with low standard deviations are more significant
6 http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/
generated/scipy.optimize.fmin.html, retrieved 2012-0411.

Construct
high–low
ordered–chaotic
smooth–coarse
tonal–noisy
homogeneous–
heterogeneous

r
weighted
0.896
0.742
0.751
0.750
0.754

r
unweighted
0.870
0.677
0.725
0.696
0.727

Mean
z-score
0.862
1.259
1.005
1.019
1.028

Table 3: Pearson correlations r (weighted and unweighted) and mean z-score for individually tuned descriptors with respect to user ratings for 100 textural sounds.
Construct
high–low
ordered–chaotic
smooth–coarse
tonal–noisy
homogeneous–heterogeneous

Mean z-score
0.856
1.197
0.957
1.033
0.944

Table 4: Mean z-score of the resulting descriptor values
in relation to user ratings for a ten-fold cross validation
(repeated five times) on the corpus of 100 textural sounds.
for the evaluation than those with high deviations. Therefore, for the objective function of the optimization we use
a modified Pearson correlation 7 allowing to factor in individual weights. We weight with the inverse standard deviation of each rating.
Table 2 lists the individual descriptor parameters (see
Section 3) resulting from the optimization process performed on the corpus of 100 textural sounds. Some of
the descriptor parameters (especially the integer ones) have
been fixed to meaningful values in order to facilitate and
accelerate the optimization process.
These are used to calculate the correlations achieved with
respect to the human ratings, shown in Table 3, listing
Pearson correlations (both weighted and unweighted) and
mean z-scores. The latter expresses the error in units of the
respective standard deviation.
To evaluate the robustness of the parameter fitting for
sounds outside the training data, we perform a ten-fold
cross-validation (parameters repetitively trained on 90% of
the data, evaluated on the remaining 10%), repeated five
times. Table 4 shows the results expressed in mean zscores. The results are very similar (mostly even superior)
to the z-scores achieved on the training data (see Table 3).
We are not only interested in the achievable accuracy of
the individual descriptors but also in a certain amount of
independence between the descriptors. Figure 3 shows a
matrix of weighted Pearson cross-correlations between the
individual computable descriptors and the respective qualities as rated by human listeners. As desired, the diagonal of the correlation matrix dominates the other values,
indicating that qualities as perceived by listeners are relatively unambiguously modeled by the computed features.
Nevertheless, there are considerable side correlations,
7 http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/20846, retrieved 2012-04-05

Construct
high–low
ordered–chaotic
smooth–coarse
tonal–noisy
homogeneous–heterogeneous

Fixed parameters
m = 35, n = 100, νmax = 150, σ = 5

m = 35, n = 100

Tunable parameters
Φ = [+8.3 dB, +6.1 dB], ξ = 5.24, η = 0.35
ξ = −0.474, η = 100, α = −100
Φ = [−8.2 dB, +16.7 dB], ξ = 0.645, η = 0.91
Φ = [+6.43 dB, 0 dB], ξ = 0.642, η = 100
ξ = 2.48, Ψ = [+29.7 dB, −6.1 dB], η = 1.72

Table 2: Descriptor parameters resulting from optimization with respect to high individual accuracy of the descriptors.
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most prominently between the qualities tonal–noisy and
smooth–coarse, and ordered–chaotic and homogeneous–
heterogeneous. Referring to Figure 1 it can be seen that
these cross-correlations are already present in the user ratings, with the same pattern, but to a smaller extent.

4.2 Optimization considering cross-correlations
Apart from the goal to optimize each descriptor separately,
we can employ a global optimization scheme optimizing
for the contrast between the diagonal elements and the offdiagonal elements which we wish to be as high as possible. The objective function we use strives for two goals:
Firstly, to keep the main correlations as high as possible,
and secondly, to increase the difference between the diagonal elements and the largest off-diagonal elements.
For each of the rows and columns of the matrix, respectively, we calculate the difference between the diagonal element and the largest absolute off-diagonal elements (by
calculating Mp with large positive p, e.g. 10), plus 1 to
avoid negative values. This is multiplied by the diagonal
element itself. The product should be as high as possible.
We will optimize for the mean (generalized) of all the inverse products with a high exponent, therefore focusing on
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Figure 3: Weighted Pearson correlations between computed descriptors (rows), optimized for high individual accuracy, and user ratings (columns), considering 100 textural sounds. The smallest significant correlation value (at
α = 0.05, two-tailed) is ±0.20.
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Figure 4: Weighted Pearson correlations between computed descriptors (rows), optimized for high independence, and user ratings (columns) considering 100 textural sounds. The smallest significant correlation value (at
α = 0.05, two-tailed) is ±0.20.
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Table 4 shows the Pearson correlations between rated
and computed qualities after optimization in this manner. While the main correlations (diagonal elements) decrease slightly, the differences to the larger-magnitude offdiagonal elements increase considerably. Nevertheless, the
main factor for the successful modeling are the algorithms
employed, and to a much lesser extent the tunable parameters. Hence, the gains achievable by such tuning are limited.
5. APPLICATION
As a proof of concept, a prototypical sound browser application 8 has been developed which provides adequate
visualization of the perceptual qualities [28] under examination, by using computed descriptor values for the corpus of 100 textural sounds. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of
8 http://grrrr.org/test/texvis/map.html,
2012-04-11. HTML5 capable web browser expected.

retrieved

the main correlations hardly degrade, the side correlations
are noticeably reduced.
So far we have only used simple algorithms and a very
small number of adjustable parameters. We are convinced
that with some more refinement the accuracy of our descriptors can be further increased. We have also shown
the use-case for a sound browser interface using the five
metaphoric audio descriptors for the intuitive visualization
of sound qualities.
As of now, the calculation of the descriptors uses an offline procedure analyzing entire sonograms. However, as
this is not a fundamental necessity, we will head for a realtime capable version, based on a block-wise implementation of the NSGT algorithm [31].
In future research we will look into the possibilities
of novel time-frequency representations, in particular the
scattering transform [32], which we would like to combine
with strategies of automatic descriptor modeling [22].
Acknowledgments
Figure 5: Interactive tiled map for browsing textural sounds, using perceptual descriptors and metaphoric,
cross-modal feature visualization. Taken from [28].

this sound browser, consisting of a dynamically drawn map
with white dots marking the positions of the individual
sounds and a continuous tiling of the 2D space corresponding to the perceptual qualities in the map. Dimensionality
reduction (from five to two dimensions) has been performed in a preprocessing step using t-SNE (t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, see [29]), yielding clusters of resembling perceptual qualities. These areas are
perfectly reflected by the graphical representation – please
note the dark and light regions, or areas with more colorful
or irregularly spaced elements. Inverse Distance Weighting is used to interpolate the qualities in the areas between
the sounds. A k-d-tree [30] allows for efficient retrieval of
sounds to play them interactively by mouse hovering.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have detailed the construction of audio descriptors capable of modeling high-level, metaphoric qualities of textural sound which have been identified as perceptually relevant in previous research. Each of the descriptors contains a small number of adjustable parameters which have
been tuned to a corpus of 100 textural – mostly abstract
and environmental – sounds. Evaluation has yielded Pearson correlations between the audio descriptors and human
ratings obtained from listening tests of above 0.74 for the
constructs ordered–chaotic, smooth–coarse, tonal–noisy,
homogeneous–heterogeneous, and up to 0.90 for the construct high–low. The descriptors are robust with respect
to data external to the training corpus, as proven by tenfold cross-validation. The resulting z-scores on test data
are very similar to the ones obtained on the training data.
Apart from tuning for optimal individual accuracy of the
descriptors, we have also shown a strategy for the optimization with respect to enhanced independence. While
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